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 What is place to you? 
Smells and tastes? Sights and 
sounds? Memories triggered by 
something in the environment? 
This issue of the PaperWorks 
Journal celebrates the visual 
distillation of the local and the 
far-away. It includes ideas for 
recording your travels, ways to 
become acquainted with new 
places, and the records of time 
spent in favorite places old and 
new. The plants, the sights, the 
light, the water, the geography, 
and combine in literal and 
metaphorical ways as found 
items are incorporated with more 
traditional artistic media. 

 We hope you will enjoy 
this window into the talents, 
interests, and favorite locations 
of just a few of our many 
PaperWorks members and that 
perhaps you will be inspired by 
a favorite place of your own to 
capture something of a sense of 
place that speaks to you.

 —Barbara Whittlesey

A Sense of Place

Arivaca, 2017, mixed media, 8 x 5 1/8 inches.
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 by Krista Neis

 For many years, my 
 husband and I have spent summers 
in San Diego. We’ve found that the 
rich art experiences of Tucson are 
wonderfully complemented by a 
very different art scene on the West 
Coast. But both cities have this in 
common: a thriving, active, talented 
and friendly book-arts organization. 
I got involved with San Diego 
Book Arts a few years ago and 
have loved being part of the group. 
They offer classes, workshops and 
special events, monthly meet-ups at 
the library—a bit like a hands-on 
Creative Circle meeting—and in-
home quarterly potlucks, which are 
show-and-tell opportunities.
 San Diego Book Arts 
has an exciting exhibition/
fundraising project for 2017-
2018, and I decided to be part of 
it, in collaboration with 31 other 
members. It is a yearlong creative 
effort to produce original postcard-
size images of San Diego landmarks (artist’s choice) and make some 40 books of 32 pages consisting 
of one image (page) from each artist. After I make my cards I mail one to each of the others in the 
group. So for content, everyone has the same assortment of postcards at the end. Early in 2018, each 
of us will assemble one book and bind it—artist’s choice of binding. The books will be photographed 
for a catalog for an exhibit in San Diego in the spring. The extra books will be offered for sale to 
individual collectors, or libraries/special collections.

Greetings from San Diego

Postcard to represent the San Diego Zoo; 2017; Asian paper, stamping, 
and collage; collaborative project for San Diego Book Arts fundraiser. 
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 For me, it was a great summer activity and a nice way to get to know other artists. Plus, I 
did some research on local landmarks, so an educational experience as well. In early fall, I visited a 
favorite Asian/Pacific wood-and-artifacts imports gallery in the Cedros Arts District in Solana Beach. 
There I found an old indigo Japanese sash with some Kanji on it. It is my binding. I will cut and sew 
little pockets for the postcards. The sash will fold to contain the small artworks. The binding was 
inspired by books viewed earlier in the summer when the SDBA group held an outing at the UCSD 
Geisel Library. Select small books were brought out for us from Special Collections, and two of them 
unfolded for several yards along a display table. Those meandering “ribbons”—one an Asian scroll, 
one a series of photos—captured my eye. The little Kanji sash I found is in the same ribbon-y spirit. 
And it pays homage to another aspect of San Diego’s heritage: the many Asians who have immigrated 
here and contributed to this amazing city—fishermen, war brides, refugees, scholars, students, 
entrepreneurs, farmers, researchers—the whole complex fabric of the community.
 I have fond memories of so many area haunts, shared with friends and family over the years. 
What to limn? Summer treks, brochure scavenging, and online visits would be needed. In the end, 
researching the many icons that could portray San Diego on my cards led me to learn more about 
the historic Mission San Diego de Alcalá; the tall ship, The Star of India; the Wild Animal Park; the 
Hotel del Coronado; the vintage lighthouse; Del Mar race track; sandcastles; Balboa Park; Old Town; 
hang gliders —and more. By the close of summer, I had decided to use a combination of Asian paper, 
hand stamping and collage to interpret the famous San Diego Zoo. It occurred to me that there may 
be a plethora of buildings and a shortage of smiles and eyes to engage the readers of the little books. 
So representing the zoo is a little panda peeking out from a bamboo grove.
 A last detail: does the Kanji on the sash say something dignified? Not an ad for beer, I hoped. 
Where to find a translator? My messages for the Japanese Studies Reference Librarian at UCSD 
went unanswered. At Balboa Park, I asked for help at the Japanese Cultural Center, but the Japanese 
landscaper was in the vast garden and could not be found. And at the Mingei International Folk 
Art Museum, the docents and gift shop staff on duty were non-Asian, and since it was Saturday, 
administrative personnel were not there. I’d have to find a Japanese restaurant. But the next day, I 
stopped at the sushi bar in my neighborhood Kroger store. Auspicious moment. A Korean guy(!) 
serving samples listened to my story politely. Out of his pocket came his cell phone. He wrote the 
characters on the face of his phone, which translated the Kanji into Korean, then into English. The 
sash was from 1962, he said, commemorating a master teacher of—he made a Taekwondo move—
martial arts. We touched the 50-year-old blue sash reverently and smiled together. Then he handed 
me a sample of excellent Japanese sushi.
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Spread from travel journal showing composite view, 2017, mixed media. 
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Spread from travel journal showing highway (left) and rear view mirror (right), 2017, mixed media. 



On the Road
 by RuthiE Nielan

 My husband and I drove to a conference in 
Albuquerque, NM, a year ago October. It was a long drive 
home. I was intrigued by the never ending landscape with 
its sameness yet subtle changes. I began to sketch adding 
new images as they appeared over the horizon or a hill. A 
composite of places that appear to be one, yet are many.
 My husband and I moved 12 times during his 28-year 
Army career. We never took a vacation. His leave time was 
used driving us from the old to the new permanent change of 
station. This took extra time on the road because my parents 
lived in western Montana and my husband’s parents lived in 
Marin County, California. We always included detour and 
side trips to both sets of parents when we moved. Being “on 
the road” is definitely a “sense of place” for both of us.
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canyon night
velvet fir cloak 
gloaming owl
bats tumble
single shimmering star

canyon night

canyon night, tapestry, wool, 18 x 18

by Lyn Hart

desertsongstudio.com
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 There are places where 
one travels and is inspired to 
create a piece of art. There are 
also places that are simply settings 
in which one creates art. In the 
mid-1920s, when my mother was 
a little girl, my grandpa built a 
cottage on a lovely little bay on 
the shore of Lake Superior. That 
property has held a beloved place 
in the heart of my mother and in each of her descendants. It was an enchanted spot, and art was an 
activity inherent to the place. From coloring books and paint-by-number sets to shoeboxes filled 
with crayons (our coloring paper was the backs of our college professor parents’ purple-dittoed class 
handouts) to natural materials we found outside (berries, bits of moss, interesting rocks), we were 
always engaged in creating there.

One summer as I was packing for my visit I stuck in a handful of 3 1/2 x 2 1/2-inch pieces of 
watercolor paper (leftover from cutting down 4 x 6-inch watercolor paper into Zentangle tiles). For 
some reason (perhaps having to do with the fact that it rained a lot that summer) I spent a lot of time 
inside looking out, repetitively drawing a stylized scene of birch trees with the lake behind, finished 
with watercolor pencils and a waterbrush. When I got home I mounted ten of the little drawings 
vertically about 3/4 inch apart in a tall narrow frame and submitted it for a parishioner art exhibit at 
the church where I worked.  

Rainy Summer, Lake Superior; ink (Micron pen) on Aquabee paper, with 
Derwent Graphitint, Derwent Inktense, and Derwent watercolor pencils; 
panels 2 1/2 x 3 1/2 inches, 10 1/2 x 38 inches (framed).

God gives all men all earth to love,
But, since man’s heart is small,
Ordains for each one spot  
    shall prove
Beloved over all. 
from Sussex, Rudyard Kipling

Rainy Summer, Lake Superior
 by Sue Agnew
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 All of my travels involve 
art. Even family visits involve 
museums/galleries, art projects, 
studio time. I have had many great 
art travel adventures, it seems the 
only way I want travel anymore; 
here I will focus on my latest 
travel/art experience. 
 In April of 2017, I was 
privileged to attend a week-long 
retreat on the island of Mallorca, 
with mixed media artist Sas 
Colby. I first met Sas when she 
was holding retreats at the Mabel 
Dodge Lujan House in Taos, NM. 
My first visit there eight years ago 
changed the direction of my work, 
and we stayed friends. She came 
to Tucson in 2014 and presented 
at a PaperWorks meeting and held 
a three-day workshop.  Titled 
Painting the Lush Life, Sas had 
held this retreat at La Serrania for 
the past ten years, and this one 

was to be her last. I had been reading about this for years and this time, finally, I made it a priority 
to go.  
 Arriving in the capital, Palma, and finding my way to the bus to town, I settled into my 
room. A tradition of this retreat was to meet in Palma on Friday, and have dinner at a traditional 
tapas restaurant near the port. It was an amazing dinner, an endless array of little dishes that we 
shared, bottles of local wine (blanco y pinta), charming service and a low per person tab. All the 
participants were there and the getting to know everybody part had begun. We left at 3:00 the next 

Painting the Lush Life: Mallorca, Spain
 by Kathleen Koopman

Artist at work
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afternoon on the van ride to La Serrania 
on the northeastern part of the island. 
Earlier in the day, some of us ventured 
out to the Joan Miró Museum, high on 
the cliffs outside the city, where Miró 
lived and worked for most of his life. 
An inspiring way to begin our week. La 
Serannia (www.laserrania.com/) has been 
described as “Space, Light, Serenity. Few 
dreams are so well conceived, fewer so 
impeccably executed...” So true. The spare 
white spaces, native stone walls, huge 
windows, pine and cedar woodwork, 
defined our rooms. 

 Soon after our arrival we met 
in the sitting area to introduce ourselves 
and get an overview of the week’s plan. 
There were fifteen of us, including Sas; 
Her two daughters, there for the first time; 
Sas’ longtime assistant; several friends 
and friends of friends. Most of us came 
from all over the US, one from London. 
Some of us were new artists; some had 
worked with Sas before, but as a whole, 
an amazing group of vibrant, intelligent 
and artistic souls! The week had begun. 
The reason for being there was to make 
art, and enjoy our own and each other’s 
creativity, which was in abundance. 
 We took over a large studio 
covering the floor with heavy paper. Large 
tables were set up, and we each chose our 
spot, sharing with a few others. Several 
tables against the walls held our supplies: 

Found still life mandala

View from the studio: pool, valley, and Sierra 
Tramontana Mountains
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all kinds of papers, adhesives, gesso, collage materials, books, tools, brushes, scissors, blades, rulers. Of 
course we brought lots of our own personal art materials: colored pencils, watercolors, pastels, sewing 
tools, wires, and fibers. There were so many and kinds of media and we all were constantly sharing 
and borrowing what we needed. Collaborative art heaven! Sas came with a plethora of activities, 
starters, prompts and suggestions; some were new to me, others I had done in previous workshops, 
but the beauty of the process was that there were no rules. We could create our own assignments, do 
our own thing, and let the process take us. 
 We all came from different artistic backgrounds, which influenced our directions: some more 
painterly, others three-dimensional, a few into book forms, lots of collage, even crocheting!  Each day 
was filled with hours of art making, hanging work on the walls, critiquing, revising, sharing. There 
were breaks to the adjoining coffee/tea hallway connecting the studio with the kitchen, and also to 
the outside patio that overlooked the pool and lush valley and mountains. Breakfasts and lunches 
were buffet style here, but the evening meal served elegantly at a long rustic wooden table in the huge 

Benito Box: Assemblage of objects found at La Serrania, 2017.
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Women in white: a traditional ending to all Sas’ retreats. 

dining room. The dinners were artistically crafted from fresh, local produce and provisions. The staff 
was attentive and interested in our work, especially Tim, the owner and proprietor. 
 On Sunday we ventured into Pollensa, the closest town, 10 kilometers east. Sunday was the 
big market day, with every alley and sidewalk packed with local produce, handcrafts, and clothes—
anything you might need or want. Also planned was day trip to the other side of the island to visit 
the poet and author Robert Graves’ home, garden and museum. Graves (1895–1985) lived in Deià, 
Mallorca, from 1929 until his death. We did this midweek, and then lunched on a remote lagoon 
beach nearby. 
 I usually travel alone, but being with 15 like-minded artistic souls in this exotic and 
nurturing setting was a perfect getaway: to practice daily being my artistic self in an idyllic natural 
environment. I dream of going back. 

kathleenkoopmanart.com
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 In 2011 Ed and I were drawn to Venice for a photographic tour with a focus on night 
photography and shooting the June full moon over the Grand Canal from the Plaza San Marco.
 We spent our days exploring Venice and used the evenings to experiment with nighttime 
photographs. I brought back a multitude of ephemera— tickets, brochures, postcards, maps, found 
papers, stamps etc. When I got home I was all set to make a trip book. But other things took priority 
so it was over two years before I sat down to make the book!
 When I finally began I gave myself one full week to make and finish the book. I decided that 
in order to achieve my goal I had to keep it simple!!! So I selected a hard-cover pamphlet structure 
with just four folios (14 pages) and a cover made with marbled paper—very typical of older historical 
books. The book morphed into a collaged art journal using lots of ephemera—maps, rubbings, 
brochure photos, tickets, drawings, papers from shopping bags and photocopies from books.

Venice
 by Mabel Dean

Page from Venice travel journal; 2012; collaged elements include colored toner copies and paper from shopping 
bag with handwritten text and elements to evoke cobblestones.
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Page Design
 Each spread became an individual challenge since I decided not to do a chronological book. I 
focused more on the memories and experiences that came up as I viewed our photos and played with 
the ephemera. I decided that each page should be dense with text and image—helping to reenforce 
the richness of the experience.

Text
 Since I had forgotten a lot of the details about our experiences, I drew from notes I had made 
and then added a few illustrations of my own. I journaled and printed in pencil and then went over 
my words with a pen.

Hand Colored Toner Copies
 Rather than using glossy photos I chose to use black and white toner prints which I colored 
with watercolor washes and pastel. I cut them out and collaged them into the book.

Brochures and Books
 I illustrated some of the pages with illustrations from books (the boat drawings) in addition 
to my own drawings. Before the trip I had read several books about Venice and photocopied pages of 
illustration. The boat drawings were from one of these copies.

Rubbings
 On the trip I had brought along crayons and rice papers so I could make some rubbings. 
These added additional texture to the pages.

wildsageart.com

Page from Venice travel 
journal, in praise of doubt; 
2012, collaged elements 
include colored toner copy 
and paper ephemera. 
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 by Ann Tracy

 The majority of my life has been split between the 
disparate climates and geography of the Land of (over) 10,000 
Lakes and the Sonoran Desert. In both places—for different 
reasons—one develops a close relationship with water. I don’t 
think this series would have developed if I hadn’t left Minnesota. 
The more time I spend in Arizona, the more obsessed I become 
with water.  
 I spent my childhood on a small farm in Green Isle, 
Minnesota. Our farm was situated along the shores of Lake 
Erin, which wasn’t suitable for swimming or boating, but perfect 
for adventure, hide and seek in tall reeds, and searching for 
arrowheads. My grandpa used to pick us up on Sundays and take 
us to any number of rivers and creeks in the Minnesota River 
Valley. We’d wade in a cold crick, skip stones on a lazy river, try 
to cross rushing water on mossy rocks, and arrive back home 
late for dinner, sometimes without our PF Flyers as they would 
mysteriously disappear when left too close to shore. I think my 
mother both loved and hated it, never sure of what state we’d 
return in, but also enjoying Sunday afternoons without her six 
children.  It was on those outings that I nurtured a relationship 
to water. 
 We’d all be together, but in our own worlds. It was where I developed a love for listening, 
observing, and respecting ever-changing bodies of water. Later in life I established a stronger 
relationship with lakes, swimming in them, boating, kayaking, and just being near them. Now I 
search the skies in mid-summer, wishing for the arrival of monsoon and its magic— the water that is 
our life source. 
 This past summer I traveled north, receiving a scholarship to work at Grand Marais Art 
Colony. The Colony began in 1947 as a summer refuge for artists wanting to study in the wilderness. 
The town of Grand Marais is on the northern shore of Lake Superior, close to the Canadian border, 

 11,842 Lakes Series
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and next to Superior National Forest and the Boundary Waters Canoe Area. I arrived in late June to 
48 degrees! The opportunity to work along the shores of the largest freshwater lake in the world, and 
stay next to rushing rivers and boreal forests further inspired my work. The queen of all lakes, Gitche 
Gumee, Ojibwe for “great sea”, she changes by the minute. At once sparkling and glittering, then 
dark and threatening, then calmly covered in a mysterious infinite white fog. One can just sit and 
observe—the light, the colors, the waves, the sound, the smell, the atmosphere. She is my muse.
 Recent exhibits include Small Wonders at the Drawing Studio through Nov 30; and Little by 
Little at Art Intersection in Gilbert through Dec. 2. I’ll also be participating in A Common Thread, at 
the Textile Center in Minneapolis, Dec 8 –Mar 10, 2018. 

Untitled: 11,842 Lakes Series;  2017; watercolor, embroidery floss, and water from Lake Superior on paper; 
10 x 7 inches. 

AnnTracyArt.com
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A  DIY Workshop Idea: 
A  Favorite Place  Alamos, Sonora, Mexico 
 by Joan Gould Winderman  

 I have been working
on an idea that grew out of 
one of my favorite things to 
do.  That is to discover and 
bring into my garden as many 
of the fifty flowering vines 
which have been brought 
from all over the world to 
where for the last 28 years I 
have lived part time: Alamos, 
Sonora, Mexico. It is situated 
in the semi-tropics.  
 Now it seems all of a 
sudden I have about thirteen 
of these vines growing in my 
garden. But not enough. For 
many years I have been making bouquets for everywhere in my house where there was a table. They 
don’t always last more than a day but there were always more where those came from. My technique 
started improving.  
 Soon I found myself stealing blooms as I walked down the streets. Alamos is famous for its 
Bougainvillea blossoms hanging over high walls. Very tempting. Soon I started photographing the 
bouquets which then developed into making greeting cards with the photographs. As I improved 
my arranging and photography I began itching for variety. Next I found myself walking down the 
street, going up to the houses of friends and asking if I could make a bouquet with their flowers 
in one of their favorite vases. I explained that I would leave the bouquet and vase with them but 
photograph it so I could add it to my collection. 
 Well, as you might imagine, this progressed to my asking people if they would like to see 
the photos.  And then to see the greeting cards made of their bouquets. Yes I made some sales. Now 
I have a way to pay for my habit. It is really fun and I get to create with more and richer materials. 

Alamos Bouquets Dottie’s Garden Mexico; photo includes goldenrod, 
appleflower, hibiscus, and phlox. 
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That is the idea isn’t it, to  grow?
 Now I am working on 
identifying the names of each flower on 
the back of the card. Which has lead 
me to attempt a self published book 
showing the variety and beauty of what 
is an amazing part of Alamos, Sonora, 
Mexico. 

Alamos Bouquets Jean’s Garden Mexico; photo includes hibiscus, bougainvillea, adenium, and veracruzana.   

Alamos Bouquets Joan’s Garden Mexico; photo 
includes pandorea, thunbergia, nasturium, 
petunia, and veracruzana. 
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River of Childhood (Unique, handmade, calligraphic book) Accordion book, case bound
Gouache, colored pencil, collage on paste-painted Arches text wove 
Closed: H. 11 1/8” x W. 10” x D. 1/2”, Fully extended: W. 116 1/4”
Photo, Jeremy Cox

The Wash (Unique, handmade, calligraphic book), Accordion book, case bound
Gouache, colored pencil, acrylic on paste-painted Arches text wove 
Closed: H.131/4”xW.87/8”xD.3/8”, Fully extended: W. 68 1/2”
Photo, Alan Lade
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 The bulk of the book’s text considers the geology of the 
wash and describes how learning about it led me to a moment 
of existential enlightenment. A few of my encounters with and 
observations of animals in the wash are recorded in a second book, 
Adrenaline and Awe: A Local Bestiary. A third book about nearby 
Granite Mountain is in the gestational phase.
 A sense of place underlies all my books, especially those for 
which I write the text myself. Although I sometimes make small, 
highly realistic colored-pencil drawings as part of a book, the visual 
expression of place in the books is essentially abstract, with color and 
gesture playing a large role. For instance, in The Wash, the division of 
the book into a warm rosy section and a grayish-green one represents 
an abrupt shift in the color of the bedrock as you walk up the wash. 
The book’s tilted text blocks suggest the angles of ancient rock worked on by tectonic forces. River of 
Childhood, a book about my growing up on the banks of the Snake River in Oregon, is basically blue 
and green, and when the accordion structure is fully extended, it is nine feet long. Spiral recalls a single 
day spent with family in the canyon of Succor Creek in the harsh volcanic landscape of eastern Oregon. 
The title and the large spirals that are part of the book’s design refer to the tiny fossil snail that inspired 
the book and the poem that is its main text.
 All four books are made with paste-painted paper, a medium that allows intense color to reflect 
the gesture of my hand. For example, the blues and greens of River of Childhood were applied in long, 
flowing, horizontal strokes, while the hot colors of Spiral emphasize sharp-edged vertical gestures.
 Place matters deeply to me as a person and an artist. That place is outdoors, in the  
American West.

Spiral  (unique, handmade, 
calligraphic book); double 
accordion, case bound; gouache, 
colored pencil, colored ink, gold leaf 
on paste-painted Arches text wove; 
closed:  H. 13 3/8 x W. 8 1/2 x D. 
5/16 inches; fully extended:  W. 41 
5/8 inches. Photo: Alan Lade.

This passage opens my one-of-a-kind, handmade book The Wash: 
A rocky little no-name wash not far from my house cuts through steep slopes thick with 
the chaparral and pinyon/juniper/oak woodland typical of Arizona’s central highlands. 
I’ve walked in the wash and its neighboring hills hundreds of times and never been bored. 
Whatever mood I brought to it, it drew me into its details, whetted my curiosity, filled me 
with exhilaration. This small watershed became my personal wild place, answering the need 
to be alone outdoors in a place that matters. I walked, I poked around, I sat and stared.

The Wash
 by Carol Rawlings
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 by Deb Hilbert
 Sun, sea, sand, and shells... this was the promise awaiting us on a camping trip to Kino Bay, 
Sonora, last winter. Located on the eastern shore of the Sea of Cortez, this formerly sleepy fishing 
hamlet is divided into two distinct areas. Condo complexes and seaside mansions abound in Kino 
Nuevo (new), while Kino Viejo (old), the original town, has modest homes, fishing shacks, and dirt 
roads. 
 This little town gets swamped with visitors in the summertime, but in the winter we knew 
we’d (mostly) have the beach to ourselves. Our campground was located in Kino Viejo, just a stone’s 
throw from an amazingly shell-laden beach that stretched for miles, and a five minute walk to Las 
Brisas del Mar, a great little restaurant with wonderfully fresh and delicious seafood. 
 We enjoyed a beach ramble every day, entertained by the pelicans and shorebirds, and walked 
until the sun set or our pockets were overflowing with treasures of the sea. The island of Alcatraz, a 

good paddle across the bay, made 
for a great kayaking destination. On 
our second paddle to the island, we 
were surprised to find a colony of sea 
lions lounging in a small cove on the 
island’s back side. This was truly a 
National Geographic moment for us! 
 Kino Bay far exceeded our 
expectations as a Mexican beach 
getaway. And if beach combing is your 
thing, Kino Viejo is the place to go.
 In the piece, Kino Bay, I 
wanted to preserve my memories 
and showcase a few of my favorite 
things—hand stitching and shells— 
and intentionally created a Kino Bay 
shoreline.

A Sense of Place: Kino Bay, Sonora

Kino Bay; collage with hand stitching, 
palette for this display from a piece of hand 
made paper cloth.
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 by Gretchen Bierbaum,
 My special place is Shiraz, Iran, the city of poets, roses, wine and nightingales. It is located 
in the bowl of the mountains in southern Iran, not too far from the Persian Gulf. I lived there for a 
year and worked at the University as an administrator and also teaching elementary Farsi to American 
exchange students in 1972–73. It was a total paradise with bountiful gardens, ancient sites, and 
modern amenities. 

 When I returned to 
the USA, Shiraz continued 
to inspire me. The first large 
collage I created had pieces 
of a Persian newspaper glued 
into the watercolor painting. 
Fast forward to this century, I 
am now living in Tucson with 
an identical climate to Shiraz. 
I recently created the collage 
titled From Farsi to Chinese 
and it is featured here with 
this essay. The map in this 
collage is half of our planet, 
the side where I have not had 
any adventures. I have travelled 
on the opposite half to four 
continents and 30 countries. 
This one collage has given me 
a new perspective and sense of 

place. It also provided another epiphany about world travel. I do not have any desire to visit the other 
half of our planet.
 I have always enjoyed my good sense of direction and knowing the time and place of my 
current circumstances. Now I realize that I only experienced this on one-half of our planet. Shiraz 
is the half-way demarcation from my original residence in Ohio. It was also the best year of my life 
following the worst year. There are not any more radical ups and downs for me because I am now 
coasting and collaging. I savor all of the wonderful opportunities I have had in my lifetime.

A Sense Of Place: Shiraz, Iran

From Farsi to Chinese, Chinese coins and one Persian coin, thick acrylic 
medium with additional acrylic paint.
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  byJudy Bjorling
 In February of 1997 (in an effort to 
produce cheaper bronze editions of our sculptures), 
two friends and I rented a house in San Miguel de 
Allende. It turned out to be a real “find.” It came 
with four bedrooms, around a large patio, a very 
large artist’s studio, a cook, a gardener, and a cat. 
Oh we did find we could do cheaper bronzes—but 
then they required much more effort and looked 
“cheaper.” But to this day, none of us would trade 
the experiences we had in this wonderful Mexican 
city.
 It was the patio that intrigued me. It had 
a full kitchen (there was one indoors, of course as 
well), tables, chairs, lounges, paintings (the owner 
was a painter), a lime tree (which we regularly 
made use of ), a waterfall, a mesquite tree with a 
wonderful bend, and plants, and statues, and more 
plants.
 We had come here to work and to visit 
galleries and to meet people. But there was “patio 
time” at the end of the day. And, resolving not to 
waste one unnecessary minute, I decided to allocate 
not more than an hour each day for a ball-point pen 
drawing of the patio. (I should say here that I take 
photos, like everyone else when traveling, but rarely 
do I use the photos as the basis of a painting. I 
have always felt that if a photo is good—artistically 
composed and interesting—it has served its purpose 
and any painting based on it would be superfluous.)
Looking at my simple drawings I can recall exactly 
what it felt like to be there, pen in hand—well one 
hand. A margarita was probably in the other!

The Patio
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Series of pen sketches of patio in San Miguel de Allende, 1997. 
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 by Diana Davis

 In the spring of 2016 I spent 3 days of great weather sketching in Zion National Park.My 
sketching kit fits entirely into a 11"x 11" zip-lock bag and Zion is great as most of its shuttle stops 
have picnic tables with wonderful vistas, making set up super easy!  I have been to Zion several times 
over the years and am always amazed at its unusual beauty and the stunning formations found there.
And it is pretty amazing to track the geological time-lines exposed in those formations!

Zion, Spring 2016; watercolor and ink; 5 x 22 inches. Photo Credit: Wilson Graham

Zion, Spring 2016; watercolor and ink; 5 x 8 inches. Photo Credit: Wilson Graham

Zion
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African Sunsets
 by Carol Chambers

 My husband and I travel a lot and I often 
use my photos as painting sources. We spent 
three weeks in Africa this past summer, and 
each day after our safari we would stop and have 
refreshments as we viewed the sunsets, which are 
incredibly colorful. I am in the midst of painting 
a series from Africa now. The colors used in these 
paintings are as they appeared naturally.

African Sunset IV, 2017, acrylic. 
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Night Train to Chiang Mai, Janet Windsor, fabric, pieced and quilted by machine
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